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Advantages of the Eurocoin ‘Sit N Charge’ System v Standard USB
Phone Chargers

Eurocoin ‘Sit N Charge’ slot cables are more than just a USB extension. They have
been developed as the perfect solution for your slot machines and other gaming,
casino and bar area furniture
Here are 10 good reasons why they are the correct choice for your gaming,
hotel, bar or hospitality area:
1.

Our cables have a better gauge wire inside the cable for faster charging

2.

Our female USB socket is lit by a blue LED for customer convenience &
visibility

3.

Our USB cables have NO DATA wires inside them, and are therefore
compliant where Gaming Legislators have issues with data control inside
slots.

4.

Our data cables are encased in metal casings that are exactly the size of the
holes drilled into slot cabinets for a lock barrel. Our cable will thread through
an empty lock barrel. Metal lock barrels are more secure and help eliminate
tampering.

5.

We put a patented chip inside our lock barrel USB extension that will allow all
different kinds of phones and tablets to charge. If you plan to provide a USB 1
charging socket at your slot, you don't want customers to plug in a phone or
tablet that will not work…
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6.

Our "Magic Adapter" is a universal plug that allows users to charge every type
of phone, both Apple and Android. Inside that Magic Adapter is the chip that
is also installed inside every Barrel Lock USB cable. A regular USB extension
cable just doesn't have this.

7.

The average generic USB plug will be plastic, not metal; it will not be lit; it will
not have the larger gauge wires inside, will not block data transfer; & it will not
have the patented chip inside to charge all types of phones.

8.

In principle, you can also plug our cable into any PC or Gaming machine
motherboard that has a USB power output of 5 volts DC. In some situations,
Gaming Regulators may not allow fitting third-party devices into any socket
inside the slot – in these circumstances you would have to run your cable
through the cabinet to an external mains supply. Consult with your machine
OEM to check on all compliance and health & safety issues, to be 100% sure.

9.

You can plug two machines into one of our dual chargers that have an output
of 2.1 amps on each USB. These chargers are specially made, because most
other dual chargers have 1A and 2.1A and are 3.1A total output. Our dual
chargers are 4.2A output so that you get the maximum charging if both are in
use, and someone plugs in a device that requires 2.1A.

10. When you provide charging power to a customer sitting at a slot machine or
gaming table, it is important that they get all the power they need. The
charging system must be compatible with their phone, and they must be
assured that your charging system is not wired up for data transfer. We meet
all these requirements.

For more information on the Eurocoin Sit N Charge Phone Charger range of products, please
contact us by telephone on 01707-280028, by email to sales@eurocoin.co.uk or visit
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